10th grade at Herlufsholm
10th Go // 10th Global
Herlufsholm will be offering two 10th grade options in the 2019-2020 school year. Both 10th grades will
enjoy an interconnected and unique environment as part of the Upper Secondary Campus. Our 10th
grade concept is built upon the idea of social and academic development going hand in hand - focusing on personal development and academic achievement for all. This sense of identity and community will be further reinforced by a shared introductory phase and study trip, shared teaching modules
in certain subjects and daily contact.

10th Go

10th Global

10th grade Go is our preparatory class for Danish Upper
Secondary School. This 10th grade is for the student
who wishes to take the time to polish their academic
skills and as such, be better prepared for the tempo
and challenges of the Upper Secondary School.

10th grade Global is for those who want to explore the world, encounter other cultures and qualify for an admission
test for a Danish Upper Secondary School or IB Diploma.
Our teaching is primarily in English and we enjoy the benefits of having a friendship class abroad, which offers us
international contact and perspective as well as an opportunity for exchange in certain periods.

Students will have the opportunity for in-depth academic work, and will be able to train their study and
organizational skills with the help of an adult mentor.
Our goal is to help our 10th graders become better
students who are both academically stronger and
who feel confident about facing the choices and challenges in their future. The United Nations Sustainable
Development Goals will also feature as a part of the
10th Go curriculum.

10th grade Global will be working with the United Nations
Sustainable Development Goals and as a part of our international focus, will have our students participate in Model United Nations activities here at Herlufsholm.
Students will be able to take official FP9 or FP10 exams as
their abilities allow.

Shared and divided academic content:

10th Go

Shared Areas of Focus
(Life Skills)

10th Global

Introductory phase and study trip

- Academic anchoring

German / French

- Personal development

Phys. Ed.

- Social competence

Dansk FP10

Danish 2nd language

Engelsk FP10

English

- Personal performance

Matematik FP10

Mathematics

- International perspective and responsibility

Fysik / Kemi FP10

Science / Environment*

- Study and organizational skills

Historie på dansk

World history / Danish culture

- Leadership

Life Skills
International exchange

Academia

-

Commitment

* Including a focus on the
UN Sustainable Development Goals

-

Responsibility

